We consider the L p → L q mapping properties of a model family of Radon-like operators integrating functions over n-dimensional submanifolds of R 2n . It is shown that nonvanishing rotational curvature is never generic when n ≥ 2 and is, in fact, impossible for all but finitely many values of n. Nevertheless, operators satisfying the same L p → L q estimates as the "nondegenerate" case (modulo the endpoint) are dense in the model family for all n.
Main Results
In this paper, we present a curious fact about Radon-like operators. When studying mapping properties from L 2 into the scale of L 2 -Sobolev spaces, it has long been known that the correct way to identify "nondegenerate" operators is via the nonvanishing of the Phong-Stein rotational curvature [11, 12] (we will remind the reader of the details shortly). In this paper, we show that this correspondence does not hold true when one instead considers optimal L pimproving estimates.
The specific class of operators we will consider are averages over certain families of n-dimensional submanifolds of R 2n . Fix a dimension n, and let Q : R n × R n → R n be bilinear; for convenience we define Q ijk so that
Q 1jk x j y k , . . . , Q njk x j y k   in the standard basis. To this Q we may associate an averaging operator acting on functions of R n × R n via the formula
f (x + t, x ′ + Q(x, t))dt.
Though this operator is only semi-translation-invariant in general, when Q is symmetric, conjugating by the operator R Q , defined by R Q f (x, x ′ ) := f (x, x ′ − 1 2 Q(x, x)) (which preserves all L p -norms), gives
which is convolution with the standard measure on the quadratic submanifold parametrized by (t, 1 2 Q(t, t)). Thus, when Q is symmetric, the operator T Q will satisfy the same L p → L q estimates as the convolution operator (2) . Similarly, we may effectively consider this class of operators (1) to be closed under adjoints: for any choice of Q, the adjoint operator T * Q will satisfy the same L p → L q estimates as the operator T Q * , where Q * (x, t) := Q(t, x). The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the failure of rotational curvature to characterize the "L p -nondegeneracy" of these operators. To that end, there are two goals. The first is to establish that essentially all operators of the form (1) satisfy the best-possible range of
The second is to show that nonvanishing Phong-Stein rotational curvature is sufficient but (1) not generally necessary to establish optimal L p → L q estimates. We summarize these results in the main theorem: Theorem 1. Fix any bilinear Q as described above. For each u ∈ R n , define
Then for almost every u ∈ R n (and consequently, for a dense set of u ∈ R n ), the operator
q ) belongs to the closed triangle with vertices (0, 0), (1, 1) , and ( ). The set of u for which T Qu exhibits nonvanishing rotational curvature will be open in R n but never dense when n ≥ 2, and will in fact be empty unless n = 1, 2, 4, or 8.
Typical Knapp-type examples show that no larger range of exponents can hold. A corollary corollary of the main theorem is that when each Q is identified with a point in R n 3 by its coordinates Q ijk , the optimal range of estimates (modulo endpoint) holds for a dense subset of R n 3 . The same statement is true for convolutions with measures on n-dimensional quadratic submanifolds in R 2n , for the simple reason that the perturbed Q u are all symmetric and so also correspond to such convolutions. It is not known whether the operators Q u to which theorem 1 applies form an open subset of R n for every fixed Q. The reader may be interested in a "pointwise" criterion by which one may guarantee that a particular T Q satisfies the range of estimates identified in theorem 1. The particular criterion established in this paper is the following: Theorem 2. Suppose Φ : R n × R n → R n is smooth and Φ(x, t) is linear in t. For each x, let J Φ (x, t) be the absolute value of the determinant of the map u → (u · ∇ x )Φ(x, t). Suppose also that for each fixed t, the equation Φ(x, t) = c has only boundedly many solutions with J Φ (x, t) = 0 (note that this is immediately true when Φ is bilinear). If for each θ ∈ [0, 1), there is a constant C θ such that
uniformly for all x and all ǫ > 0, then the operator ). The proofs of theorems 1 and 2, though relatively short, are postponed until the next section. The reader will no doubt be aware that, when the rotational curvature of the operator (4) is nonvanishing, the conclusion of theorem 2 (including the endpoint case) is obtainable by a relatively standard interpolation argument (see, for example, pgs. 427-428 of Stein [13] ). The novelty of theorem 2, then, is that the hypothesis (3) is strictly weaker than the assumption of nonvanishing rotational curvature. The concept of rotational curvature was introduced by Phong and Stein [11, 12] based on earlier ideas from the study of FIOs [9] . The nonvanishing of rotational curvature is well-known to characterize the nondegeneracy of Radon-like averaging operators over submanifolds of codimension one for both optimal Sobolev regularity and L p -improvement; for interesting related characterizations, see Oberlin [10] . Rotational curvature can be defined for averaging operators of any codimension (the reader should see Greenleaf and Seeger [7] for a very nice discussion of the rotational curvature condition and its relationship to FIO theory), but as is frequently noted in the literature, it must vanish identically when codimension exceeds the dimension of the submanifold. Thus the case that we consider here is critical for rotational curvature.
As soon as the codimension exceeds one, there are two important issues that arise. The first is that the nonvanishing of rotational curvature no longer generically holds. Specifically, if one considers product-type averaging operators
not only does the rotational curvature vanish at every point, but it is relatively easy to show that any sufficiently small perturbation of the underlying family of submanifolds will continue have vanishing rotational curvature at every point.
Modifications of this example establish the same failure of rotational curvature to be generic whenever the codimension is at least two. More distressing than the failure of nonvanishing rotational curvature to be generic is that typically there will be no family of submanifolds whatsoever with nonvanishing rotational curvature unless the dimension d and the codimension n ′ satisfy extremely strict number-theoretic compatibility constraints. Related examples of such constraints are well-known-in his thesis, Christ [2] observes that, in the case of submanifolds of codimension 2, optimal Fourier restriction estimates change when the ambient dimension is odd versus even. More recently, Bourgain and Guth [1] established a restriction theorem which depends on the dimension mod 3. It does not appear, however, that a complete listing of the possibility or impossibility of nonvanishing rotational curvature in terms of dimension and codimension has ever been undertaken in the harmonic analysis literature. In reality, it is much more common (in terms of dimension and codimension) for Radon-like operators to be degenerate (in the Phong-Stein sense) than nondegenerate. Specifically, fix open sets Ω L , Ω R ⊂ R d and let I be an incidence relation on Ω L × Ω R given by some smooth defining function Φ :
We suppose that the natural projections π L : I → Ω L and π R : I → Ω R have surjective differentials. We can define a Radon-like operator via
where dσ(y) is the induced Lebesgue measure. Unless d and n ′ satisfy a strict number-theoretic compatibility relation, the operator (5) cannot generally be nondegenerate in the Phong-Stein sense:
e., the dimension of the submanifolds) factors into the form 2 4q+r s for integers q, r, s, such that s is odd and 0 ≤ r ≤ 3. Then the operator (5) must have vanishing rotational curvature when n ′ (i.e, the codimension of the submanifolds) exceeds 8q + 2 r . If the codimension does not exceed 8q + 2 r , then there exist operators of the form (5) with nonvanishing rotational curvature.
Proof. Make some choice of coordinate systems on Ω L and Ω R . The Phong-Stein rotational curvature condition requires the invertibility of the Monge-Ampere type matrix 
If we assume that the coordinate systems are chosen so that
then immediately the surjectivity of the differentials dπ L and dπ R makes this question equivalent to the invertibility of the matrix 
for all nonzero λ ∈ R n ′ . In other words, we must find n ′ real matrices of size (d−n ′ )×(d−n ′ ) such that any nontrivial linear combination of these matrices is invertible. If and when any such family of matrices exists, it is straightforward to construct an appropriate Φ, linear in both x and y, which will have nonvanishing rotational curvature.
It does not appear to be widely-known in the harmonic analysis literature, but the existence of such families of matrices has been completely characterized for some time. We refer the reader to Theorem A of Friedland, Robbin, and Sylvester [6] , obtained along the way during their complete characterization of strictly hyperbolic systems of first-order PDEs. The theorem establishes the equivalence of a variety of related algebraic and topological statements; one of which (condition (A4)) is the existence of a family of matrices with the invertibility properties we seek, and another (condition (A1)) is the numbertheoretic constraint in the statement of the present theorem: n ′ ≤ 8q + 2 r . The methods found in [6] are quite different from those to be taken up shortly, so we refrain from reproducing that proof here.
Let us pause for a moment to observe the severity of the constraint identified in theorem 3. For convenience, define n := d − n ′ . It is frequently observed in the literature that the rotational curvature condition cannot be satisfied when n ′ > n. Less frequently observed is that codimension n ′ must equal one when n is odd (which is essentially the phenomenon observed by Christ [2] ), simply because the determinant of (6) acquires a minus sign when λ is replaced by −λ (so that the determinant must vanish at some point on the unit sphere in R n ′ ). In general, the codimension n ′ can only grow when the dimension n is divisible by a large power of 2, and even in this case the codimension is constrained to grow logarithmically in the dimension. The special case n = n ′ is allowed only when n = 1, 2, 4, or 8. An interesting, if somewhat unexpected, alternate proof of this fact involves using a nondegenerate collection of n matrices of size n × n to construct the multiplication table for a division algebra on R n . Along these same lines, positive examples of matrices satisfying these properties can be constructed by considering the action of n generators on the Clifford algebra Cl n associated to any definite quadratic form.
Proofs of theorems 1 and 2
At its core, the proof of theorems 1 and 2 is a variation on the method of inflation due to Christ [3] (see [4, 5, 8, 14, 15] ). Specifically, suppose that n, n ′ , and k are integers such that n = n
, . . . , t (k) ∈ R n , and let Φ be a smooth map from R n × R n to R n ′ (note the argument that follows may easily be modified if Φ is defined only on an open subset of R n × R n ). We consider the map
We may write the Jacobian matrix of this mapping in block form (with the various coordinate components of the mapping (7) corresponding to rows and derivatives with respect to variables (x, x ′ , t (1) , . . . , t (k) ) corresponding to columns) as 
To compute the determinant, we take the columns on the right of the vertical divider (corresponding to derivatives with respect to the t's) and subtract from the initial columns (derivatives with respect to x) to eliminate all the I n×n squares to the left of the divider. Then we expand in the rows containing the remaining I n×n blocks (i.e., the rows corresponding to components of x + t (i) ). We conclude that the absolute value of the Jacobian determinant of (7) equals
With the Jacobian determinant now identified, we prove a lemma which relates certain sublevel sets constructed from the Jacobian to a corresponding Radon-like operator:
n to have finite measure. Suppose that on R n × R n ′ × Ω k , the mapping (7) has nondegenerate multiplicity at most N (i.e., among any N + 1 distinct points mapping to the same value under (7), at least one of the points belongs to the zero set of the Jacobian (8), where we interpret the J Φ to be constant as a function of x ′ ). Suppose
uniformly for all choices of x, t (1) , . . . , t (k) , for some fixed θ ∈ (0, 1] (here circumflex denotes omission). Then the convolution operator T given by
Proof. We fix an arbitrary measurable set F and expand:
where, by symmetry, S (0) is the subset of Ω k+1 on which
for each i = 1, . . . , k. By hypothesis, we know that the set of points t (0) for which these inequalities are true has measure at most CJ θ Φ (t (1) , . . . , t (k) ) when these remaining variables are considered fixed. If we denote J Φ (x, t (1) , . . . , t (k) ) simply by J(x, t), then we have
with C ′ := (k + 1)C. Now apply Hölder's inequality to this integral, raising the term J θ to the 1 θ power and the constant function 1 to the dual power, to conclude that T χ F (x) is bounded above by
Finally, observe that the quantity inside the brackets has integral at most N |F | k when integrated with respect to x and x ′ by the change of variables formula. Thus we conclude that
exactly as desired.
The passage from lemma 1 to theorem 2 is fairly quick. We take d = 2n, n ′ = n, and k = 2. All that one needs to verify is an explicit calculation of the Jacobian (8) and that the multiplicity hypothesis of theorem 2 implies control of the multiplicity of the mapping (7). Computation of (8) is easy: it equals | det ∂Φ ∂x (x, t (2) − t (1) )| by linearity in t. Translating t (2) by t (1) , the sublevel estimate (3) clearly implies the sublevel hypothesis of lemma 1. Regarding multiplicity: consider all tuples (x, x ′ , t (1) , t (2) ) for which
equals some specified constant tuple. Subtracting first two blocks from the second two, we get that t (2) − t (1) and Φ(x, t (2) − t (1) ) are both constant on this set. If the set contains any points where the Jacobian is nonzero, then the multiplicity hypothesis of theorem 2 will immediately bound the number of possible values that x can attain on the set. In the specific case of bilinearity, nonvanishing of the Jacobian implies global invertibility of the map as a function of x, hence the multiplicity will simply equal one. Finally, if x takes boundedly many values and x + t (1) , x + t (2) are constant, then t (1) and t (2) take only boundedly many values, so finally, x ′ will take on at most boundedly many values as well. Thus theorem 2 is a simple consequence of lemma 1.
Returning to the specific situation of theorem 1, the Jacobian determinant will equal
where by Q(·, t (2) − t (1) ) we mean the mapping v → Q(v, t (2) − t (1) ). When (1) has nonvanishing rotational curvature for this Q, it means that
is a nonzero linear functional whenever λ = 0 and t (2) − t (1) = 0. This means that J Q = 0 when t (2) − t (1) = 0. We will see that this condition can be relaxed considerably without sacrificing anything except possibly the endpoint L 3 2 → L 3 estimate (in particular, without sacrificing any of the other estimates that one would obtain by interpolation with the trivial
The multiplicity requirement of lemma 1 already having been established, it suffices to show that
Translating once again, it will suffice to show that
We note that the replacement of (10) by (11) is where we lose the possibility of obtaining a restricted version of the endpoint estimate. It is easy to construct examples for which (10) holds in the case θ = 1, but, for many of these examples, (11) will not be possible when θ = 1. The proof of theorem 1 follows from theorem 2 by demonstrating that almost every T Qu (as defined in theorem 1) satisfies the hypotheses of theorem 2. Because the multiplicity concerns have already been dispatched, the only issue is the sublevel set estimate. We will establish the estimate almost everywhere by means of an elementary rearrangement argument and Tchebyshev's inequality. First the rearrangement argument:
Lemma 2. Suppose F is nonnegative and decreasing on [0, ∞), and let ϕ : R n → R be smooth and have the property that
when B is any n-fold product of intervals centered at the origin.
Proof. In one dimension, the key inequality is that u j x j t j as defined in theorem 1. We will apply lemma 2 to ϕ(u) := det Q u (·, t). It is easy to see that the second derivatives ∂ By homogeneity (and rescaling as necessary), we conclude that
for almost every u and any fixed Q. We can bound F from below as follows (splitting into cases |s| ≤ 1, |s| ≥ 1 and ρ ≤ 1 − θ, ρ ≥ 1 − θ):
for any θ ∈ (0, 1) and any s ∈ R. By Tchebyshev's inequality, for almost every choice of u as described above we have that for every θ ∈ (0, 1), there will be a constant C u,θ such that
uniformly for all ǫ > 0. By theorem 2, the proof of theorem 1 is complete.
